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moDgRin8  ofunD

THE pyRANOMETER-Ar\T  INSTRUL\IENT  FOR MEAsuR-
I+\TG SKY RADIATION

8¥  C.  G.  ABBOT  AND L.  8.  ALDRICII

The   instruments   we   are   about   to   describe   are   the   result   of
investigations  begun  under  a  grant   f rom  the  Hodgkins   Fund   in
1913.    They are  derived  in  1)rinciple  from  the  highly  successful  pyr-
heliometer   of   K.   Aiigstr6m.1     In   that   instrument   there   are   two
strips  of blackened manganin,  one of  which is  shaded  f rom the solar
radiation, the other exposed.     The shaded strip is heated  by  an  elec-
tric current  whose  strength  can be  graduated until the  temperatures
at the back of the two strips are equal, as shown by means of thermo-
elements  attached  to  the  rear  of  the  two  strips.    When  the  equality
of  temperature is  brought about,  as  shown by  zero  deflection  of  the
galvanometer, it is assumed that the energy  of  radiation absorbed  in
the  exposed  strip  is  equal to  the  energy  of  the  electric  current  dissii

pated  in  the  shaded  oiie.    To  eliminate  errors  the  uses  of  the  strips
are reversed, so that the formerly shaded strip is exposed to radiation,
and  the  formerly  exposed  strip  is  shaded  and  heated  by  the  electric
current.

In   another  instrumeiit   of   K.   Angstr6m,   callecl   by   his   son   the

pyrgeometer,2  a  pair  of  blackened  mangaiiin  strips  alternate  with  a
pair  of  polished gold-plated  ones,  and  the  whole  grid  of  four  strii)s,
arranged centrally nearly in the plane of the surface of a iiickel-plated
box,  is  exposed  to  the  night  sky.     The  bright  strips  lose  very  little
heat  by  radiation,  while  the  black  ones  lose  comparatively  a  good
deal,  and  so  the  effect is  to  cool  the blackened  strips  with  respect  to
the  bright  ones,  and  this  state  of  affairs  is  indicated  by  iiieans  of
thermo-elements  attached to  the  series  of  strips.    It  is  provided  that
the electric heating current can be used to warm the blackened strips
until  their  temperature  is  restored  to  that  of  the  bright  strips  as
indicated by the  zero of the g-alvanometer.    This  instrument was  not
regarded by its  inventor as  a primary  instrument,  ancl  I ollowing  his

1 Astrophysical  Journal,  \tol.  9,  page  332.
2 Smithsonian  Misc.  Coll.,  \Tol.  65,  No.  3,  page  28.
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procedure the constant of such instruments is determined by exposing
them  within  inclosures  of  constant-lower-temperatured  walls.

It  might  appear  that  the  pyrgeometer  could  also  be  employed  in
davtime  to  determine  the  radiation  scattered  i rom  sunlight  by  the
sky,  if  at  such  times  the  sensitive  strips  were  covered  by  a  hemi-
sphere of glass to cut off exchaiige o±- rays of long wave lengths.    In
such  a  case  the  heating  current  would  require  to  be  applied  to  the
bright  strips  rather than the black ones.    This use of the instrument
is, however, defeated by the fact that the absorption coefficient of the
bright strips  I or sky-light is not even approximately zero, and varies
greatly  with  the  wave  length,  especiall}'  in  the  blue  and  violet  aiid
ultra-violet parts of the spectrum.

It \vas our purpose to  devise a standard instrument  I or measuring
the  solar  radiation  scattered  inward  by  the  sky  in  daytime,  and  it
`\tas our hope that the instrument suitable f or this purpose should also
be applicable to the measurement o±-nocturnal radiation as well.    We
began  experiments  for  this  purpose  in  1912 ;  and  now,  after  having
devised  and  constructed  six  different  forms  of  instrument,  we  have
satisfied  ourselves  that  the  last  two`types  are  iTery  satisfactory  for
the  purpose.

The   name   Pyranometer,1   selected   I-or   the   instrument   we.  have
devised,   is   taken   from   Greek   words    (  7rt~tp,.  fire;  dTJd,  up;  pr€'7-pov,  a
measure)   signifying-  that  which  measures  heat  above.     The  name
was chosen with reference to the I act that the instrument is designed
to measure the eiiergy of radiation to or i rom a complete hemisphere
lving  above  the  measuring  surf ace.

PYRARTOMETER  A. P. 0. 6

Ref erring to the accompanying illustration, figure  I  is a side view ;
figure 2, looking down I rom above ;  figure 3, an attachment not used
in measuring total sky  radiatioii, but  employed  when it is  desired  to
restrict the measurements  to the sun  alone ;   figure 4,  a cross  section
taken  at right angles  to  the view presented in  figure  I  and  omitting
the  wooden  base  and  apparatus  for  shading  the  sun.     In  figure  5
are   details   showing   the   arrangement   o±-   the   sensitive   strips   and
thermo-couples.    The  instrument  shown  is  the  sixth  f orm  we  have
devised.    In the fifth  I orm there is  but  one  sensitive  strip  instead  of
t\i,-o  as  shown  here.    The  fifth  I orm  of  instrument  is  more  sensitive
than the sixth form, but has a certain  source of  error which was to a

1 \\7e  make  our  acknowledgments  to  Miss  M.  Moore  and  to  Dr.  Casanowicz

for  advice  in  selecting  this  name.
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considerable extent avoided in the sixth  form,  ot-which  more  will be
said hereafter.

4  and  8  are  strips  ol-  manganin,  each  exposing  surf-aces  6  mm.
long and  2  mm.  wide.    The  strips  are  bent  through  45°  at  the  eiids
of  the exposed portion and soldered  with great care  on to  the  lower
parts of the split copper blocks  L-,  C[, D, DL,  in such manner that the
solder  goes  exactly  to  the  bend  where  the  manganin  strip  becomes

exposed.    The  strips  14,  8,  are  situated  in  the  center  o±-  the  polished
nickel-plated copper block E and are separated the one I rom the other
by the copper strip F.     Electrical insulation between the  strips  f4,  8

(with  their  attached  copper  blocks  C,  C`L,  D,  D]),  and  the  plate  E
and  strip F  are provided by  means  of  thin  vertical  separating  strips
of  mica,  coming  exactly  to  the  common  surface  of  the  plate  I  and
manganin strips zl, 8.    Conductors  (not shown)  run  from the blocks
C,  CL, D, D], to the switch ff, and thence to the pair of binding posts
G,  of  which  only  one  ot-the  two  appears  in  figure  I.    Between  the
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switch  f7 and  the blocks  C`,  C`],  D,  D],  the  electrical  current  I or  heat-
ing  the  strips  z4,  8,  divides  into  two.    Appropriate  resistances  are

placed  in  the  two  circuits,  so  that  although  the  strip  8  is  ten  times
as  thick  as  the  strip  4  and  has  a  corresponding-1y  smaller  electrical
resistance,  compensation  is  provided  by  means  of  the  said  electrical
resistances  so  that  the  current  divides  in  the  proper  proportion  to
heat the strip Zl  at exactly the same rate as strip 8.

The  two  U-shaped  thermo-elements,  J,  J],  are  arranged  in  series,
with  their  warm  and  cold  iui|ctions   respectively  attached  by  thin
waxed paper to the back of  the strips 4  and 8, so that the difference
of  temperature  (if  any)  between  the  strips  £4  and  8  is  indicated  by
means  of  a galvanometer connected  into  circuit  \\Tith  them by  meaiis
of  a  flexible  coliductor   (not  shown  ill  the  fig-ure)  which  enters  the
instrument  by  nieaiis  of  the  tube  /  shown  in  figure  +.    We  employ
tellurium-platinum  I or  the  thermo-elements  on  account  of  the  great
thermo-electric power of this combination, the iioii-corrosion of plati-
mum  by  melting  telluriuni,  and  the  small  thermal  conductivity  of
tellurium.     The   difficulty  of   forming  tellurium  into  the   U-shape(1
elements  shown  \vas  at  first  considerable,  but  \vas  overcome  after
some  practice.

The  principle  of  operation  of  the  instrument  may  iiow  be  u.nder-
stood.     Radiation  falling  simultaneously  upon  the  strips  4   and  8
communicates  to  each  the  same  quantity  of  heat,:   but  the  rise  of
temperature  after  a  steady  state  is  producecl  thereby  is  differeiit  in
the two because the strip 8  is  ten times  as  thick as  the  strip 4  aild
so its thermal coiiductivity to the ends is greater.    Hence a deflection
of  the  g.alvanometer occurs.    This  deflection is  balaiiced,  after  again
shading  the  strips,  by  means  of  an  electric  curreiit  divided  between
the strips 4 and 8 so as to produce equal heating effects in each.     By
suitable  adjustinent  the  deflection  of  the  galvanometer  which  was
produced by the absorption of radiatioii is reproduced by the heating
of  the  electric  current.     In  these  circumstaiices  the  energy  of  the
electric  current  transformed  into  heat  in  either  strip  is  equal  to  the
energy  of  the radiation  absorbed by  either  strip.    The instrument  is
primarily designed to  measure  radiation  on  a horizontal  surf ace,  but
it  can be  used  in  any  position.

The remaining details  of  the instrument will be  easily understood.
ji'  is  an  optically  figured  hollow  hemispherical  screen  of  ultra-violet
crown  glass  25  mm.  in  diameter  and  2  mm.  thick,  whose  purpose
is  to  admit  direct  or  scattered  solar  radiation,  but  to  preveiit  the
exchange   of   long   wave-length   radiation   between   the   manganin
strips   and  the   sky.     A   nickel-plated   shutter,   I,   is   provided   for
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shadiiig th.e  instrument  I rom  the  sun  or  sky.     A  small  metal  screen,
A4,  subtending o.ooll  hemispheres,  is mounted  on  art  equatorial  axis
operated  by  a   worm-wlieel   arrangement.     This   screen  is   used  to
shade  the  sun  from  the  strips,  ill  case  it  is  desired  to  measure  the
sky  alone,  and  not  the  sun  and  sky  in  combination.    A  nickel-plated
box. .\T,  eiiclosing a  woocl  block  in  \\'hich  lies  the plate E,  is  provided
to  keep  the  copper  plate  E  i rom  external  disturbances  of  tempera-
ture   bv   wind   currents.     +Around   this   box   IV   fits   a   nickel-plated

rl

cover,  0,  sho\\tn  in  figure  3,  for  use  in  observing  the  sun  alone,  ill
making   comparisons    \,\Tith    the    pyrheliometer.     When    the    cover
shown  in  figure  3  is  employed,  the  equatorial  mounting  of  the  sun-
screen  +1/f  is  remo\7ed,  and  the  \\'orm  attachment  is  used  I or  rotating
the  solar cover box  0,.  just described.

The  followiiig  data  were  used  to  determiiie  the  coiistant  of  Pyra-
nometer  A.  P.  0.  6:

Cm.

Length   of   strips   between   solderecl   I)ortions ..............   o.623
Width   o±.  thin   strip   (mean  ol-5   places)  ..................   o.I98

Width  of  thick  strip   (mean  o±-`=  places )  ..................   o.2ol
Ollms

Electrical   resistance   of   thin   strip ........................    o.274o

Electrical  resistance  of  tllick  strip ........................    o.o369

Electrical  resistalice  in  series  with  thin  strirJ ..............   o.819

Electrical  resistance  in  series  with  thick  strip .............   o.364
Assumed  absorption   ctf  the  lamp  black ...................   o.98
Assume(1  transmissioii   of  the  glass  hemisphere   (allowing

for  2  reflections  \`,'ith  index  of  refraction,I.5 )  ...........   o.92

(Thickness   of   strips   determined   by   weighing-s   approximately   o.coo34   and
a.oo3o  centimeters:).

(Resistance  of  tlie  two  thermo-couples  in  series  3o  ohms`).

From  these  clata  the  current  in  the  thin  strip  is   -.,49~1--  times  the
I.494

current  in  the  outside  electrical  heating  circuit®     Hence  the  curreiit
squares are as o.o719 to ullity.    Hence the constant of the instrument
(when  glass  covered,i  is

Ar=¢,I:-[85#67z]-39x¥7948oiife6i;8~*-OT5T2-=2.54j

so  that  the  energ-y  of  radiation  corresponding  to  a  given  heating
currellt  C` measured  in  amperes  is  2.54  C`2  calories  (15°  C.)  per  cm.2

per minute.    If used at night without glass  for measurement of long-
wave rays, the constant should probably be taken at

2.54X[%:Xg:-=2.4I.

The  reader  will  perceive  that  the  instrument  may  be  used  I or  the
sun  aloiie,  the  sun  and  sky  in  combination,  the  sky  alone  by  day ;  or
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by removing the glass screeii K it may be used for nocturnal radiation.
We have not as yet employed the instrument much  f or the measure-
ment of nocturnal radiation nor have we as yet compared its readings
under that arrangement with the radiation of  enclosures  at different
temperatures.    We  hope  to  make  such  experiments  in  future.    We
have made numerous comparisons between the instrument as arranged
for day observations and the pyrheliometer.    +i series of observations
of  this  kind,  interspersed by  readings  on  the  whole  sky,  is  shown  in
table  I.    A  close  agreement  with  the  results  of  Pyrheliometer  +i.  P.

TALBml.-Summary  of  Results  of  March  31,1916
North  Towler,  Smithsoniciu  Ilisti{u{ion

330
I . 235
I . 383

Pyranometer A.  P.  0.  No.  6

Sunalone*     A.P.OSun alone
Glass  on    tNoglasson||1asson    {

(Calories)  t  (8:i::£%ts])  (  ((€a!%];i.e2}  t  {%:::ezs\)  t  (Cal°rles)  iter A. p.  o.
I         No.6.

SGkiyasas[°onne  :    Sun  andsky
~1  _  __    _-_

.1783

I  . 400 .............

I  . 420 .............

I  . 435  .............

I  . 485 .............

I  . 502 .............

I . 730
I . 768
I . 8o2
I . 874
I . 897
2.050
2 . 097
2 . 28o
2 . 338
2.415
2 . 480
2.-`Jff7
2 . 943
3 . 055
3 . 28o
3 . 420
3 . 760
3 . 90 .
4 . 05 .
445.

.1978

.1703

.1757

.1463
• 1500

®,

~,~,,

.1359

.1359

®

.1220

General  mean  ........

I.150          (I.200)
.....,        I.013

•....,. 995

•..... 949
.....,. 975

.404

.388

.993
I . 020

•964
.967

. 6825

.68o

. 6325

. 6493

. 57o6
c,,-

•504      I       .522o
I

.988
I. Iot
( . 991 )
.984

. . 995
I. 035
I.011

•993
I. 001
I.UI8
I.OIL

®         ,

.994

.966

®         ,           ,         ,

0.,,

®,

-,        a       ®

I . 02 I
•969

I . 040
I . 024

( . 930)

I . 034

I . oo6
Omitting.  observations  Nos.  2  and   18 .....  a .....................      I .oo5

# Constant of instrument different  I rom preceding column,  allowa,nce being  made  for  the
removal of the glass.

t Ammeter probably stuck-.
()  Result on sun obtained by subtracting sky  i rom sun  and sky combined.
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a.  9  is  found  for  all  altitudes  of  the  sun  when  the  pyranometer
readings  are  reduced  to  vertical  incidence.    This  confirms  the  accu-
rac.\'  of  the instrument  for observations  of  the  entire  sky.

PYRANOMETER  A. P. 0. 5

As stated above, we employed but one sensitive strip in Pyranometer
A.  i.  0.  5,  embedding the  cool  junctions  of  the  thermo-elements  in
the  copper plate E.  This  form is  several  times  as  sensitive  as  Pyra-
Iiometer  A.  P.  0.  6,  so  much  so  that  we  employed  with  it  a  poten-
tiometer current to bring  the  very  large  galvanometer  deflections  to
zero,  and  then  balanced  the  potentiometer  current  by  heating  the
strip.    Unfortunately,  a  defect  of  this  pyranometer  is  a  secondary
deflection, caused by the warming of the portion of the plate E uiider
g-lass as soon as the shutter. is opened.    This  secondary deflection was
i ound  very  large,  sometimes  even  as  great  as  a  quarter  of  the  pri-
mary  one.     Its  direction  was  sometimes  in  one  sense,  sometimes  in
the  other,  for reasons  that  we have  not  f ully  understood.    There  is,
however,  a  method  of  reading  whereby  this  source  of  error  is  very
nearly  eliminated.    It  was  noticed  that  when  heating  the  strip  with
the electric current no secondary deflection occurred, and the primarv

~'

deflection was complete in 2o secollds.    When heating by  radiation  a
neat-1y complete temporary halt of the deflection occurred at about 2o
seconds  after  exposure,  before  the  secondary  deflection  appreciably
manifested itself .    Hence we balanced the radiation deflection exactly
on  the  2oth  second by  the potentiometer  current,  closed  the  shutter,
waited  two  full  minutes  f or  restored  zero  conditions,  and  then  bal-
anced  the  poten.tiometer  deflection  by  the  heating  current.I    Uiider
these conditions  the error is practically  neglig-ible,  and on account of
its great sensitiveness Pyrallometer A.  P.  0.  5  is  regarded as a valu-
able instrument.

Its  constant is  determilled  as  follows :   Leilgth  of  strip,  o.628  cm. ;
\Tidth,   o.294  cm.;    electrical   resistance,,   o.3oo   ohms.     Radiation=

J|+C2WhereK=4.]85--xo.628°g2;46£o.98xo.92=25.9.

We  have  employed  this  Pyranometer  A.   P.   0.   5  in  numerous
measurements of radiation from the sun, sun and sky,  sky alone, and

1 The  secondary  plate  heating  effect  is  not  wholly  absent  I rom  the  two  strip

I orm  of  Pyranometer  No.  6,  but  it  is  very  greatly  reduced  in  its  percentage
importance..   To  entirely  eliminate  it,  however,  we  have  found  it  necessary  to
close the  shutter 3o seconds  af ter  opening,  and then to wait at least one  minute
be±~ore  balancing.  with  the  electric  currelit.
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new f allen snow.    In comparisons with the pyrheliometer it gave very
nearly equal results when corrected to vertical incidence.  The reflect-
ing power of  snow  for  combined  sull  and  sky  rays  was  found  to  be

7o  per  cent.
Some  of  the  results   i ound  f rom  the  measurements   with  Pyrci-

nometer A.  P.  0.  5  are given in table  11.    We  draw  attention to  the
results  on  cloudy  and  partly  cloudy  days,  which  indicate  that  the
sky light as a whole,  on  days  when it is  cloudy  but not thick  enough
to  rain, is of the order of  two or three times  the inteiisity  of  the  sky
light excluding the  direct sun on  clear days.

The pyranometer is a very handsome instrument as constructecl by
Mr.  Kramer.    It  may  be  used  readily  by  anyoiie  equipped  with  the

TALBLE±I.-Sul"nary  of  Readiilgs  of  Fel)ruary`  1916.     North  Tower,
Smithsonian  Ills{itu{ioii,  Pyraiiollleter  A.  P.  0.  5

sun                       A.P.O.
:#31  alone.   A.P.O.  ____9_I      -_1  _

€]?e]s-                        I    p}`ra-
(x See.  :   :iae?sot-    I   nome_

z,*     ,                  (   Nto:r5

i

)

goo      i    (I    16)

952      I   (I   4o ,.....

992     I   (139).      (I   38)

...I      Sky€cloudy.
•..       3cloudy.
...I      (Sunmostlyhidden.)
•..       icloudy.
. . .    t  Lcoj;I::.:g:nau]]ucs].o,udy.

1  Upper Goo  i cloudy

•...      (

i

:;6;` I( ' (i :j;i '   ' (i :;6j I , ' i :6;3

{:853}!       :333

Mean.....992 iU:Peed g;°c]3o:[d°s?dy.     Sun  cov-

Light   cirri  in  southern  half  of
Soktyh'e]P;]rst:yvecr:rvc€era]r?8Sun.

Sky same,  sun clear.
Same.

a:£e;i r:ii r|r5 wde|:resaos|t,Tg..   very
clear.

Cloudless.    Somesmoke  ill  west
from   fire  at  2   hr.  45  mine   at
Bureau of  Er]graving.

`.a*itye:[freosrin"t:]k;Ca°n]g¥unn°,Ptaa]i%efub]¥±i#}:£Pg°£aytisne%:a:2.Skyalone,"subtractiqginterpolated

teE`A:]B:sol.ngtk£:dceo]g;nvna:Pot:;nteidmE3r%[uO[titi:gtioegaafrtfetfnmofoc£[£¥ae£`Let:rrpcoa[daft:g:Offropmyr{]he£]jo[#:i
Values  to  correspond with  values  of  secant  Z.
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auxiliary apparatus used with the fingstr6m pyrheliometer.    Its read-
ings on the sky and sun by day appear to be truly expressed in calories

per  square  centimeter  per  minute,  f or  in  solar  comparisons  values
f ound  agree  within  experimental  error  f or  all  zenith  distances  with
those of our standardized pyrheliometers.    We are undertaking  fur-
ther  experiments  to  test  its¥accuracy  for  long  wave-rays   such  as
compose nocturnal radiation.    While we have hitherto employed only
ultra-violet crown glass screens, it is obvious that such screens might
be  covered  with  stained  gelatine,  or  other  screens  of  special  glass
employed to restrict the measurements to special regions of spectrum,
as might be desirable in botanical investigations.   While the two strip
form  is  pref erable  from  its  greater  f reedom  I rom  temperature  dis-
turbances,  the  single  strip  form  is  so  much  more  sensitive  that  for
observations in deep shade, as in a I orest, it would be more suitable.

As  in the case of  the silver  disk  pyrheliometer,  we are authorized
to  state  that  the  Smithsonian  Institution  will  undertake  to  f urnish
pyranometers at cost to those who are engaged in investigations which
will  be  greatly  promoted  by  the  use  of  this  instrument.    The  cost
cannot yet  be  exactly  estimated,  but  it  will  not  exceed  S15o  for  th.e
pyranometer  itself .    This  does  not,  of  course,  include  a  galvanome-
ter,  ammeter,  or  batteries.     Suitable  slide  wire  resistances  will  be
included.     If  desired,  an  equatorial  mounting  additionally  will  be
be  f urnished  at  cost,  so  that  the  instrument  can  be  used  as  a  pyr-
heliometer at  right angles  to the  solar beam.

SUMMARY

The  authors  have  designed  and  tested  with  satisfactory  results
an  instrument  f or  measuring  solar  and  sky  radiation  by  day  and
terrestrial  radiation  by  night.     Two  forms  of  the  instrument  are
described.     Either  form  will  be  furnished  at  cost  by  the   Smith-
sonian   Institution   to   institutions   or   individuals   doing   important
investigation  which  will  be  promoted  by  using  the  instrument.
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